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Virtual and Augmented Reality

Performance Gap
 Broad mismatch between networking 

capabilities and application requirements

─ Data rates ~ Gbps

─ Response latency ~ 10-15ms

─ Future broadband networks cannot deliver

 Performance gap increases going forward

 Holistic approaches to capture, coding, 

networking, and recovery of VR/AR data, 

integrated with the appl. navigation nature

Proposed Approach
 Integrate multiple emerging technologies

─ Millimeter wave communications

─ Edge computing

─ Dynamic scalable space-time VR signal tiling

─ Viewport-driven adaptive 360-degree streaming

 Next generation 5G mobile VR

─ Baseline signal sent over RF by macro BS

─ Enhancement sent over local mmWave links 

targeting a specific user VR viewpoint

─ Dynamic user to mmWave transmitter assignment

─ Dynamic signal partitioning via edge computing at 

both macro and small-cell base stations

 Fundamental questions explored:

─ VR 360-degree signal partitioning into two 

representations to maximize delivered quality?

─ Dynamic mapping of the signal representations to 

the two transmitting technologies?

─ Trade-offs edge computing vs. communication

─ Dynamic mmWave transmitter to user association

Viewpoint Sphere Partitioning

 Construct overlapping sphere surfaces        that 

are interactively delivered during navigation

─ Surface     encoded at high quality;            at low

─ 𝑃( ): Likelihood of navigating surface 

─ 𝑄𝐼( ): Immersion fidelity/quality of surface 

 Trade-offs between surface area of    , coding 

and network efficiency, and quality of experience

360-Degree Video Streaming

 Monolithic streaming of entire 360 sphere

 User viewport 𝑉𝑖 a small spatial sector

 Highly inefficient + low quality of experience

Mismatch: Data rate and network capacity 𝐶

 Tremendous societal impact potential

 Limited to offline operation, synthetic content

 Gaming and entertainment applications

Dynamic VR Signal Tiling

Hybrid RF-mmWave Delivery

Experiments

Transmitter-User Assignment

 Coexistence with other services/applications

 Orthogonal or non-orthogonal resource slicing

 Conflict graph to capture interference (latter)

 Performance trade-offs between services 

(graceful degradation for scalable 360 video)

Tethered to a powerful 

gaming computer nearby

Hyper data intensive

Require ultra-low latency

CDF of orthodromic distance to initial head position

 Navigation-aware scalable VR signal tiling

 Practical implementation via SHVC

─ 𝑣 : Present viewpoint of a user

─ 𝑙𝑖𝑗 : Number of selected layers from tile 𝑡𝑖𝑗

─ 𝑃(𝑑|𝑣): Likelihood of navigating 𝑑 away from 𝑣

 Considerable efficiency gains over MPEG-DASH

 Optimal allocation at macro BS (RF)

 Optimal allocation at small cell BS (mmWave)

Source-Channel VR Coding

 Map spatial tiling layers (2D) to scalable source 

coding layers (1D) and embedded windows

 Integrate unequal tile importance (navigation 

likelihoods 𝑃𝑖𝑗) into the code construction

 Window probability 𝜆𝑙 selection and formulation 

of the decoding probability for source window 𝑙

Computing Vs. Communication

 Explore DIBR to interpolate future views and 

deep machine learning to anticipate navigation

 Edge computing vs. communication trade-offs

[Chakareski, SIGCOMM, 2017]

Network Slicing

 Dynamic mmWave link assignment (mobility)

 Graph-theoretic analysis: Matching problem

 Low-complexity Gale-Shapley algorithm
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